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CHIRAL NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALSUDC 539

The dynamic grating recording in dye-doped chiral nematic liquid crystals is studied. It is
shown that the mechanism responsible for the grating recording can be ascribed to a photo-
induced modification of the order parameter of a liquid crystal within the range of optical
intensities, for which the orientational nonlinearity remains quenched by the structural order of
the chiral structure. The two-wave mixing dynamic behavior is analyzed for different intensities
of the recording beams, by comparing the self-diffraction regime with the probe diffraction. This
allows us to distinguish a particular mechanism of optical nonlinearity. The photo-induced
modulation of the order parameter and the respective changes of medium’s refractive indices
determine the relatively fast response times, local nonlinear response, and quite high diffraction
efficiency within an extremely wide intensity range (more than three orders of magnitude) The
chiral helical structure hinders the nematic director reorientation, prevents the appearance of
surface effects, and is very favorable for the nonlinear control over a polarization. Such new
mechanism could also be extended to the recording of arbitrary phase profiles as requested in
several applications for the manipulation of a light beam.
K e yw o r d s: nonlinear optics, two-wave mixing, dynamic gratings, liquid crystals, cholester-
ics, light-induced order modification.

1. Introduction
During last decades, liquid crystalline (LC) com-
pounds have been proved extremely promising me-
dia that exhibit a vast majority of nonlinear opti-
cal effects being essentially enhanced for dye-doped
mixtures, in which the dye molecules stimulate a re-
orientation of the LC director [1]. This collective be-
havior of molecules in a bulk LC under the action of
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light takes place either because of surface effects [2,
3] or due to the recurring trans-to-cis conformational
changes of a dye [4]. Owing to the elastic forces, the
LC director reorientation spreads, however, outside
the illuminated region making the nonlinear optical
response substantially nonlocal.

Chiral nematic liquid crystals (CLCs) character-
ized by a self-assembled helical structure of their
molecular arrangement represent a natural photonic
crystal and show unique optical properties such as
the selective Bragg reflection for circularly polarized
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Fig. 1. Optical density spectra of SR band of pure CLC mix-
ture and MR absorption in dye-doped chiral liquid crystals

light [5]. The easiness to change the pitch with ex-
ternal fields, with temperature [6], or light [7] makes
the dye-doped CLCs highly attractive for applications
such as tuneable lasers [8] or photo switchable band-
gaps, as recently been demonstrated for photosensi-
tized CLCs [9, 10].

Previous experiments in dye-doped CLCs have
shown that an undisturbed helix regime occurs at low
pump intensities, which is characterized with a rela-
tively fast response time, high gain and spatial reso-
lution [11], the modulation of the cell transmittance,
and subsequent two-beam coupling effects [12]. In ad-
dition, slow and stored light applications have been
demonstrated with this type of media [12]. Indeed, at
low light intensities, the helical structure inhibits the
molecular reorientation, while the illumination with
light in the absorption band of dopants induces the
tran-cis transformation of the dyes. At high intensi-
ties, the molecular reorientation occurs, by provok-
ing a helix perturbation. Here, we show that, up to
the regimes of light-induced helix destruction, the in-
creasing population of cis isomers and the consequent
photo-induced modification of the order parameter
of LC results in a change in the CLC refractive in-
dices. In the current experiments, the light-induced
order parameter modification (LIOM) is revealed by
the appearance of several diffraction orders before the
unwinding of the helix takes place and dominates
the process leading to the light scattering in multi-
ple directions. The LIOM-model allowed a quantita-
tive evaluation of the processes of diffraction grating
recording and appears to be in agreement with the ex-
perimental data over the broad range of the pumping
light intensities.

2. Methods/Experimental

Materials and samples

The employed LC-cells have comprised glass plates,
the gap between which was set with uniform cal-
ibrated spacers 25÷30 𝜇m in thickness. The inner
surfaces of the substrates were covered with ei-
ther rubbed PVA (polyvinyl-alcohol) or with an-
other orienting polymer [13] that encourages the pla-
nar anchoring. Particular techniques of surface treat-
ment and cell fabrication could be found elsewhere
[14]. The cells were filled with a chiral nematic liquid
crystal (a mixture of E7 nematic host with 40 wt.% of
CB15 chiral dopant) with dissolved ∼0.3 wt.% of the
Methyl-Red (MR) dye (sodium salt). The spectra of
the optical density of cells containing the pure CLC
compound (revealing the selective reflection band)
and the dye-doped chiral liquid crystal mixture are
presented in Fig. 1.

2.1. Experimental set-up

Dye-doped CLC cells were investigated by means
of the two-wave mixing technique (TWM), which is
widely applied to the investigations of nonlinear opti-
cal properties of optical Kerr-like media [15]. A fringe
pattern appearing due to the interference of two co-
herent laser beams causes a periodic modulation of
medium’s refractive index in the illuminated area,
i.e., a phase diffraction grating is formed. The grating
could be considered thin under current experimen-
tal conditions as the Klein parameter [16] appears to
be much less of the unity: 𝑄 = 2𝜋𝜆𝑑

�̄�Λ2 ≈ 0.15 (𝜆is
the light wavelength, 𝑑 is the grating thickness, Λ is
the grating period, and �̄� is the average refractive in-
dex). When a light wave passes through such a grat-
ing, many diffraction orders will appear in the output
(the so-called Raman–Nath regime) with the intensity
of the n-th order being determined by 𝐼𝑛 = 𝜂𝑛𝐼0 (𝐼𝑛
and 𝐼0 are the intensities of the diffracting and input
beams, respectively, 𝜂𝑛 is the efficiency of diffraction
into the 𝑛-th order) [17].

Dynamic diffraction gratings were induced in the
ordinary two-beam-coupling arrangement (Fig. 2) by
means of the second harmonic of the continuous-
wave YAG laser (radiation wavelength 532 nm, the
total output power was tuned within the range
48 𝜇W÷70 mW, the illuminated spot diameter was
∼3 mm). The variation of the angle between the writ-
ing beams, 𝜃, allowed the adjustment of the period of
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the interference pattern, and, hence, of the grating
period, Λ, within the interval 13–55 𝜇m. The detec-
tion of the grating has been performed by monitor-
ing the higher diffraction orders in the self-diffraction
regime or via the diffraction of the probe beam from
a He–Ne laser (with a wavelength of 633 nm and the
power ∼1 mW). Temporal changes of the power of
the first orders of diffraction of the both pumping
and probing beams were measured with photodiodes
(ThorLabs) and recorded with the help of a two-
channel digital oscilloscope Tectronix TDS-220. No
special temperature stabilization of the cell has been
used in the experiments; however, the laboratory
room climatic system kept the environment temper-
ature at 20 ∘C.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Nonlinear recording
of dynamic diffraction gratings

Typical oscilloscope traces of the two signals are
presented in Fig. 3. At the opening of the pump-
ing beams (𝑡 = 0), an efficient intensity growth
has been observed for both the diffracting probe
and self-diffracting beams. The qualitative compar-
ison between the two curves shows that both the
writing and probe beams undergo a similar behav-
ior with the signal passing through a maximum and,
then, approaching the saturation at some interme-
diate value.

After the pumping beams are cut off, the grat-
ing decay can be analyzed by observing the relax-
ation dynamics of the probe beam. The changes of the
diffracted probe depend on the pumping intensity –
the higher the intensity, the faster the maximum is
reached. The noticeable probe diffraction is already
observed at very low pumping intensities – of the or-
der of 1 mW/cm2 (Fig. 4, a). Then the grating effi-
ciency grows greater with the pumping intensity, and
more diffracted orders are observed both in the self-
diffracted beam and in the probe diffraction (Fig. 4, b
and c). The process continues until the texture transi-
tion of CLC occurs and causes an extreme scattering
(Fig. 4, d). This “overdrive” regime appears at inten-
sities by 3 orders of magnitude greater (∼1 W/cm2)
than that of the first grating observations. At these
values of the pumping intensities, the character of the
light scattering changes drastically, and this transi-
tion reveals a complex modulation of the LC direc-

Fig. 2. Experimental arrangement of two-wave mixing exper-
iments in the dye-doped CLC cell; PD: photodiode, h: helical
axis, r : rubbing direction

Fig. 3. Typical oscilloscope traces of the 1st diffracting orders
of probe (red) and pump beams (green), 𝑡 = 0 is “pump on”

Fig. 4. Light scattering at different pump intensities. Self-
diffraction of the pump beam for 𝐼 = 3 mW/cm2 (a), 𝐼 =
= 15 mW/cm2 (b), 𝐼 = 75 mW/cm2 (c), 𝐼 = 1 W/cm2 (d).
Diffraction of the probe He–Ne-laser beam is presented for il-
lustration in the inset in panel (b)

tor distribution due to transverse helix undulations
(Fig. 4, d).

The used CLC mixture reveals the temperature
stability of its helical pitch [18, 19], i.e., it is pos-
sible to rule out the influence of the heating on the
LC director winding and, thus, on the modulation of
the refractive indices due to a shift of the photonic
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band gap, since the position of the selective reflection
band remains stable at the green light illumination
up to intensities about 180 mW/cm2 [20]. Moreover,
the heating itself could not cause an enough refrac-
tive index modulation, as the temperature increase
was estimated on the order of fractions of K.

3.2. Light-induced modification
of the LC order parameter

The mechanism of LC director reorientation, i.e., ori-
entational nonlinearity, is generally invoked in the
description of light-induced optical changes in an
MR-doped nematic LC (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a re-
view). While the presence of this mechanism claims
no doubts for the experiments with dye-doped ne-
matic LCs and in cells with a long-pitch chiral ne-
matic LC [21], it could hardly be employed in the
current case with comparatively short-pitch CLC and
low pumping intensities. Indeed, due to the severe
steepness of the Freedericksz transition with respect
to the applied field strength, the out-of-plane devi-
ation of the LC director results very soon in the
unwinding of the chiral helix and leads to the tex-
ture breaking with a further increase in the inten-
sity. More precisely, because of the intrinsic helical
winding of CLC, even a minor director reorientation
out of a quasinematic plane causes the appearance
of periodic undulations of the CLC planar texture,
as first reported in [22]. In the experiments described
here, however, the CLC Grandjean texture remains
undisturbed within a very large intensity range and
becomes unstable only under the illumination with
very strong intensity (Fig. 4, d), producing periodic
structures similar to those reported in [22].

The description of light-induced changes of the op-
tical properties of the CLC medium can be accounted
for by starting to consider the effects imposed by the
light absorption upon the dye molecules. Let us con-
sider a photo-excitable system with exactly two op-
tically active states corresponding to the trans- and
cis-conformational states of dye molecules. The illu-
mination of such a system with light of intensity 𝐼
and with wavelength 𝜆 falling inside the dye absorp-
tion band will result in an increase in the population
of the cis state and, correspondingly, in the depopu-
lation of the trans state [23].

In the general case, the concentration of the photo-
transformed molecules, 𝑐ph, can be described by the

kinetic equation

𝑑𝑐ph
𝑑𝑡

= 𝛼𝑇 (1− 𝑐ph) 𝐼 − 𝛼𝐶𝑐ph𝐼 − Γ𝑐ph +𝐷eff∇2𝑐ph.

(1)

Here, 𝛼𝑇 , 𝛼𝐶 represent the efficiency of light-stimu-
lated trans-cis and cis-trans photo-isomerizations.
Correspondingly, the last two terms refer to the
spontaneous reverse thermal cis-trans transition and
molecular diffusion, respectively, where Γ is the ther-
mal coefficient, and 𝐷eff is the diffusion coefficient of
the photo-transformed molecules.

During the light-induced transformation of molecu-
les as, for instance, in the process of trans-cis photo-
isomerization, the concentration of photo-transfor-
med molecules (i.e., MR cis-isomers) depends on the
exposure time and pumping light intensity: 𝑐ph(𝑡) =
= 𝑐∞ − (𝑐∞ − 𝑐0) exp(−𝑡/𝜏ph), where the character-
istic time of the process is 𝜏ph = (𝛼𝑇 + 𝛼𝐶)

−1𝐼−1,
and 𝑐0 and 𝑐∞ are the initial and final, saturated,
dye concentrations in the cis-form. Correspondingly,
the reverse cis-trans transition, as well as the isomer
diffusion, can be neglected for the moment.

At the intersection of two coherent light beams (𝑆
and 𝑅 stand for the signal and reference beams, re-
spectively), an interference fringe pattern distribu-
tion of the light intensity is created, which can be
described in one-dimension as 𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝐼𝑆 + 𝐼𝑅 +
+2

√
𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑅 cos (𝑞𝑥), where 𝑥 is the coordinate along

the transverse beam direction, 𝑞 = 2𝜋/Λ the grating
wave vector, Λ = 𝜆/2 sin (𝜃/2), with 𝜃 being the an-
gle between the two interfering beams, and 𝐼𝑆 and
𝐼𝑅 are the intensities of the signal beam and, respec-
tively, the reference one.

In the case of equal intensities of the writing beams,
𝐼𝑆 = 𝐼𝑅 = 𝐼0, the resulting modulation of the con-
centration of light-transformed molecules depends on
the recording time as

Δ𝑐ph (𝑥, 𝑡) ∼ exp (−2 (1 + cos (𝑞𝑥)) 𝑡/𝜏ph). (2)

Note that the recorded grating appeared to be es-
sentially non-sinusoidal at high intensities. The de-
tailed examination of such a phenomenon was previ-
ously done in the case of photorefractive crystals [24]
and for bacteriorhodopsin [25]. Investigations of the
absorption changes accompanying the light-induced
trans-cis isomerization have shown a variation in
the optical density [26]. Studies with the flash pho-
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tolysis technique of MR-solutions [27], however, re-
vealed very little changes of the dye absorption after
the strong excitation at different light wavelengths
(<1%). So, the contribution to the diffraction from
the amplitude grating could possibly be safely ne-
glected.

When the concentration of dye molecules is small
(𝑐dye ≪ 1), the modulation of the local refractive in-
dices of a dye-doped liquid crystal could be consid-
ered, in the frame of the LIOM-model (Light-Induced
Order Modification [18,19]), as being proportional
to the concentration of photo-excited dye molecules:
𝛿𝑛𝑂,𝐸 = −𝑔𝛼𝑉 𝑐phΔ𝑛0, where the subscripts indi-
cate the ordinary and extraordinary (𝑔 = −1/3 and
𝑔 = 2/3, respectively) refractive indices, Δ𝑛0 is the
initial local birefringence of the CLC medium, and 𝛼𝑉

stands for the efficiency of the photo-transformation
process.

It is, then, possible to look for the refractive index
modulation,𝛿𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑡), in the form of a Fourier expan-
sion. Since the grating function is periodic and even,
the expansion reduces to

𝛿𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑡) =
∑︁
𝑚=1

𝑛𝑚 (𝑡) cos (𝑚𝑞𝑥), (3)

where

𝑛𝑚 (𝑡) =
1

𝜋

Λ/2∫︁
−Λ/2

𝛿𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑡) cos (𝑚𝑞𝑥) 𝑑𝑥.

The resulting grating, thus, is composed of a set of
harmonic gratings with the amplitudes 𝑛𝑚 and the
wave vectors 𝑚𝑞 (𝑚 = 1, 2, 3, ...). Taking Eq. (2)
into account, one can obtain the magnitude of the
resulting refractive index modulation for each har-
monics:

𝛿𝑛𝑚 (𝜏) =
𝛼𝑉 Δ𝑛0

6𝜋

Λ/2∫︁
−Λ/2

cos (𝑚𝑞𝑥)×

× exp (−2𝜏 (1 + cos (𝑚𝑞𝑥))) 𝑑𝑥. (4)

This gives, in the thin-grating approximation, the ef-
ficiency of diffraction into the 𝜇-th diffraction order
from the m-th grating as: 𝜂𝑚𝜇 = 𝐽2

𝜇 (𝑘𝜔𝛿𝑛𝑚𝑑), where
𝑘𝜔 = 2𝜋/𝜆 is the light wave vector, 𝑑 is the grating
thickness, 𝐽𝑛 is the n-th-order Bessel function of the
first kind.

The numerical evaluation of integral (4) with the
variable parameter 𝜏 ≡ 𝑡/𝜏ph allows the fitting of the

Fig. 5. Oscilloscope traces (solid curves) of the first order test
beam diffraction in dependence on the pump light intensity
(curve designations in mW) and fitting results (dots)

Fig. 6. Fitting mismatch of the self-diffracting beam with
𝜂11 (a). Results of the fitting (dots) of the first order self-
diffraction (solid curves) in dependence on the pump light in-
tensity (curve designations in mW), with the account of the
contribution of the second-harmonic grating, 𝜂21 , and charac-
teristic times {𝜏int} (b)

temporal dependences of the first diffracting orders
obtained at different pump intensities. Results of the
fitting procedure applied to the probe beam diffrac-
tion are presented in Fig. 5.

By this procedure, a set of characteristic times,
{𝜏int}, corresponding to the set of pumping light in-
tensities used in the experiment, {𝐼0}, has been deter-
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the inverse characteristic time on the
pump intensity: squares – experiment, solid line – linear fit

mined. This set of characteristic times ({𝜏int}) is then
used to fit the first-order self-diffraction signal by a
variation of the intensity parameter, 𝐴, (Fig. 6, a). In
this case, however, the fit doesn’t match well, and an
additional input from the second beam is to be taken
into account. In conventional photorefractive media,
this may concern the second-order diffraction, 𝜂2. In
the current case, however, the second-order diffract-
ing wave is to be neglected, while the contribution
of the second-harmonic grating, 𝜂21 , could be quite
appreciable. Thus, in Fig. 6, b, the corresponding re-
sults of the fitting of a signal with 𝐼fit = 𝐴

(︀
𝜂11 − 𝜂21

)︀
are presented.

3.3. Intensity dependence
of characteristic time

The dependence of the inverse characteristic time
on the pumping intensity is linear (Fig. 7), which
supports the suggested mechanism of photo-induced
transformation of MR molecules.

Note that the characteristic times of the molecular
diffusion could be estimated of the order of 0.4 s from
the typical value of the diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 2×
× 10−7 cm2s−1 [27]. With the reciprocal spontaneous
cis-trans transition time being ∼0.7 s [27], the model
derived here for the grating description looks quite
appropriate.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, chiral nematic liquid crystals contain-
ing a small amount of MR dye are shown to be an
efficient nonlinear medium with large dynamic range
and texture stability (light intensities spanned over
more than three orders of magnitude). The dynamic
gratings have been completely reversible and, unlike
the experiments with the MR-doped nematics [28], we

have not observed the recording of permanent grat-
ings, at least for the studied CLC mixture and un-
der the employed experimental conditions. The light-
induced trans-cis isomerization of MR molecules and
the subsequent distortion of the LC ordering in the
vicinity of a dye molecule (LIOM-mechanism) are
used to explain the observed optical nonlinearity, pro-
viding relatively fast recording times (∼1 ms and
less) and with prospects for the essential future im-
provement. Being strictly local, the LIOM mecha-
nism allows the high spatial resolution and, hence,
the opening of new possibilities for the volume grat-
ing recording.

A. Iljin acknowledges financial support from Na-
tional Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Program
B/197) and the CNRS (exchange visit contract).
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ЗАПИС ДИНАМIЧНИХ ҐРАТОК
ЗА РАХУНОК ЗМIНИ ПАРАМЕТРА ПОРЯДКУ
СВIТЛОМ У КIРАЛЬНИХ НЕМАТИЧНИХ РIДКИХ
КРИСТАЛАХ З ДОМIШКОЮ БАРВНИКА

Р е з ю м е

Дослiджується запис динамiчних ґраток у кiральних нема-
тичних рiдких кристалах з домiшкою барвника. Показано,
що в iнтервалi iнтенсивностей свiтла, для якого орiєнта-
цiйна нелiнiйнiсть залишається пригнiченою структурним
упорядкуванням кiральної структури, механiзмом запису
може бути фотоiндукована змiна параметра порядку. Ана-
лiзується динамiчна поведiнка змiшування двох хвиль для
рiзних iнтенсивностей записуючих пучкiв шляхом порiвня-
ння самодифракцiї з дифракцiєю зондуючого пучка, що до-
зволило видiлити особливий механiзм оптичної нелiнiйно-
стi. Фотоiндукована змiна параметра порядку i вiдповiднi
змiни показникiв заломлення середовища визначають вiд-
носно швидкi часи вiдгуку, локальний нелiнiйний вiдгук i
вельми значну ефективнiсть дифракцiї в надзвичайно ши-
рокому дiапазонi iнтенсивностей (бiльше 3 порядкiв). Кi-
ральна гелiкоiдальна структура перешкоджає реорiєнтацiї
директора нематика i появi поверхневих ефектiв i сприяє
нелiнiйному контролю над поляризацiєю. Цей новий меха-
нiзм може бути використаний для запису довiльних профi-
лiв фази у пристроях для керування пучком свiтла.
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